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Summary
SPP Regions is promoting the creation and expansion of seven European regional networks of
municipalities working together on sustainable public procurement (SPP) and public procurement of
innovation (PPI).
The regional networks are collaborating directly on tendering for eco-innovative solutions, whilst
building capacities and transferring skills and knowledge through their SPP and PPI activities. The
tenders within the project will achieve 54.3 GWH/year primary energy savings and trigger 45
GWh/year renewable energy.
This report gives an overview of the progress of the seven networks over the period 1st of April 2015
- 31st of March 2016.
Overall achievements:


Four new SPP regional networks established:
o Bulgarian SPPI Network EcoInnovation (Мрежа за устойчиви обществени поръчки)
o Copenhagen Regional network for innovative public procurement of green solutions
o Partners in Procurement Energy Network (PIPEN) – South West England
o Metropolitan Region Rotterdam - The Hague (MRDH)



Each new network has finalised an implementation plan with activities for the first year, and
held at least one network meeting.



Expansion plans for three existing networks developed, covering activities for the next year:
o Acquisti Pubblici Ecologici (APE) – Torino region
o Réseau Grand Ouest (RGO) commande publique et développement durable – West
France
o Xarxa de Ciutats i Pobles cap a la Sostenibilitat – Barcelona region



Two draft tools developed for calculating the CO2/energy savings from procurement for
vehicles and buildings.



Three eco-innovative tenders launched (two in the RGO network, and one in the APE
network). As they have not been finalised, the savings will be reported in the next annual
monitoring report.

Find out more
More information on the activities of each network and the project as a whole can be found at:
www.sppregions.eu
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1.

Acquisti Pubblici Ecologici (APE)

Established in 2003. Currently has 46
organisations as members (municipalities,
schools, universities, agencies, public
utilities companies, associations, etc.)

Activities


The annual plan of activities within
the network was approved. Three
new working groups are being
established:
o Monitoring
implementation of SPPI criteria by network members. The WG has also begun work
on the implementation of a system for calculating and monitoring CO2/energy
savings.
o Communication activities – including establishing a new newsletter targeted at a
large number of recipients (starting shortly)
o Public street lighting (starting shortly)



Continued direct support on the implementation of GPP and SPPI criteria, including direct
assistance by ARPA Piemonte (Regional expert partner) on four eco-innovative tenders, as
well as four further meetings to discuss potential new tenders.



ARPA Piemonte has begun to implement a pilot system for establishing internal audit
procedures for checking compliance with SPPI criteria in ongoing contracts in its catering
service contract.



A market engagement meeting was also organised in Feb 2016 by ARPA Piemonte on
catering service and innovation in energy consumption



A training session is being organised on issues of new public procurement legislation and
GPP, which will take place in April 2016.



The Metropolitan City of Torino (Regional network partner) participated in a meet the
market event called Green Contact, where suppliers of innovative sustainable solutions could
meet with public and private sector buyers.
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Communication actions:


Network website continuously updated



One press release and one newsletter issued



The project and its activities presented in four external events:



Internazionale degli Acquisti Verdi - Compraverde - Roma;



Seminario specialistico “Green Public Procurement: Piano d’Azione Nazionale e modalità
di attuazione in Regione Piemonte”;



GLI ACQUISTI PUBBLICI VERDI (GREEN PUBLIC PROCUREMENT): uno strumento per
rendere sostenibile e dematerializzare la spesa della Pubblica Amministrazione –
Carignano;



Prolite project dissemination event– Torino.
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2. Bulgarian SPPI Network ЕcoInnovation
Established in 2015 as a new network
within the existing Municipal Energy
Efficiency Network EcoEnergy. The main
goal is to increase the capacity of Bulgarian
Municipalities in sustainable and innovative
public procurement. Currently 15
municipalities and one Energy Agency are
members of BG SPPI.

Activities
The activities in the first year are as
follows:


A report on the level of understanding of GPP and SPP at the municipal level was prepared
based on a questionnaire survey.



A kick-off meeting for the network was organised on 14 October 2015 in Gabrovo.



The implementation plan was elaborated and discussed during the kick-off meeting of the
network and possible tenders were identified (1 tender for transport and 2 tenders for
buildings).



Two working groups (buildings and transport) were established.



A one day training (20 participants) for the network members was organised in December
2015.



During the reported period collaboration with other EU funded projects (Green ProcA and
GreenS) and the national Public Procurement Agency was established. Experts from both
projects as well as from the agency participated in the events organized by the BG SPPI.

Communication actions:


Information published on Gabrovo and EcoEnergy websites



Five publications in local and national websites



Information disseminated through three newsletters, including the EcoEnergy e-bulletin



Special section dedicated to the project on the website of the National expert partner
EcoEnergy (WWW.ECOENERGY-BG.NET//BG/MENU1/ACTIVITY/PROJECTS/SPPREGIONS)



Session on GPP and SPP during the annual convention of the Municipal Energy Efficiency
Network EcoEnergy
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3. Xarxa de Ciutats i Pobles cap a la Sostenibilitat (XCPS)
Established in 1997 as an association of
municipalities committed to move towards
local sustainable development.
A working group has been created on the
topic of SPP, with currently 10 municipalities
engaged.

Activities


Main action of the first year was to
introduce the project and its goals
within the members of the XCPS Network, to find out the priorities and the needs of local
authorities and to develop the expansion plan for the XCPS network:



The first internal meeting was held and two more topic based meetings are expected in April
2016 (green electricity) and on June 2016 (electric vehicles).



The new working group for SPP-Regions project was created in the framework of the working
group of Green and Circular Economy. However depending on the issues being discussed,
support from other working groups, for example the Energy group or Education for
Sustainability group, will also be provided.



Currently the working group is working with one tender on green energy procurement with a
municipality with 90,000 inhabitants. Environmental and procurement local experts were
contacted in order to achieve better results.



A draft declaration for sustainable and innovative procurement has been developed by the
secretariat of the network together with the members of the SPP Regions project team.



The network organized the 2nd SPP Regions meeting in November 2015.



The working group will meet at least twice a year, with a minimum of two additional
meetings addressed to municipalities, local authorities and new members will be organised.

Communication actions:


Two articles published in the Diputació’s Environment Department Newsletter and one
article published in Sostenible.cat magazine



General assembly event for the network was organised
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4. PIPEN (the South West England network)
Established by Bristol in 2015 with 10
founding members. The network will work
alongside an existing West of England
procurement network.

Activities
 A kick off meeting as well as
individual meetings with the network
members were organised.
 Sustainable benchmarking exercise
was completed by most members in order to set up a programme of events based on their
actual needs.
 The main topics of interest are electric vehicles, buildings and waste. Three sub-groups will
focus on these topics.
 The network is looking to partner with the Royal Bank of Scotland Innovation Gateway project
in order to trial innovative energy saving and generating products on member’s sites, and with
Defra Sustainable Procurement Working Group in order to develop capacity through
discussions and tender developing.
 Currently a network from another geographical region as well as two other sector specific
networks are interested in PIPEN activities.

Communication actions:


One meeting for all network members and numerous face-to-face meetings with potential
members



PIPEN forum group on the Procurement Forum was created. Communication mainly
occurred by phone as the survey done found that the least popular dissemination
methods among members were newsletters, conferences or exhibitions, websites, a
helpdesk, and social media



The SPP-Regions project was presented to a meeting of Defra’s national public sector
Sustainable Procurement Working Group
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5. Regional network for innovative public procurement of green
solutions, Capital Region of Denmark
The network currently consists of six
members (5 municipalities and the Danish
Red Cross). The scope of the network is
based on the needs of the municipalities
participating, investigated during the
individual meetings.

Activities


A kick-off meeting was held in
March 2016.



A plan for the network activities in 2016 was elaborated.



The Danish EPA is supporting the network through providing guidelines, tools, contracts, etc.
EPA is also linking the activities of the new found network to the national knowledge
network called Forum for sustainable procurement.



Individual meetings with the municipalities and the internal procurement department of The
Capital Region were held.



Contacts with members of the nationwide network Partnership for Public Green
Procurement were made in order to involve new members to the new network.



Currently The Capital Region of Denmark is conducting screening of the upcoming green
tenders of the network members.



The first of the eco‐innovative tender will be for indoor lighting, and the possibility for 2 or
more network members to arrange a joint tender is being investigated.

Communication actions:


A feature about the regional network on GPP and the SPP Regions project included in the
online Newsletter from the Danish Forum for Sustainable Procurement



Information about the project was published on both Capital Region of Denmark and
Danish EPA websites
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6. RGO (Réseau Grand Ouest)
RGO was founded in 2006 to promote
sustainable development by supporting the
activities of the municipalities in green and
socially responsible public procurement.
Currently about 100 public authorities from
the West of France are participating.

Activities


Three meetings in three different
regions were organized during the
1st year of the project as raising
awareness days.



RGO recruited a new member of staff, who will support the members in implementing
sustainable criteria for the forthcoming tenders.



Five working groups were created (cleaning products; cleaning services; gas and electricity;
indicators; support for unemployed and disabled people).



Four training sessions were organised with different partnering organisations.



A new helpdesk has been introduced to assist RGO’s members to integrate sustainable
criteria in their tenders or to implement a sustainable purchasing policy. Within the reporting
period 67 questions were answered and 11 specific tenders were supported.



Guidelines, reports and other materials (calculators, State of the Art Reports, etc) were
elaborated and published.



During the first period of the project, R.G.O. has already planned four tenders: food and
catering, purchase of tyres, purchase of electric buses and construction of a public building.

Communication actions:


Newsletters published regularly on http://www.reseaugrandouest.fr



Twitter account created



During the reported period RGO members participated in several exhibitions and events
promoting SPP. Suppliers were invited to several events. Each participation was promoted
in specialised press. In total 7 articles were published
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7. Metropolitan Region Rotterdam - The Hague (MRDH)
The network was established by 23
municipalities including Rotterdam and
The Hague. About 8 municipalities are
actively participating in the network
activities. All other members are invited to
the regular network meetings.

Activities


In 2015 the network had three
meeting and in 2016 four meetings
will be held.



Based on the actual tenders of the municipalities, the creation of working groups on the
procurement of electricity and gas, municipal building renovation, social transport services
and social return were discussed.



Currently working groups on social transport services and social return are operating while
the other two (electricity and gas; municipal building renovation) are not yet activated.



Best practices on the procurement of public lighting and parking meetings were published.
Soon will be ready the best practices for social transport and working clothes (circular).



An information flyer was elaborated and disseminated.
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Eco-innovative tenders
One of the key targets for the SPP Regions project is for each of the seven regions to publish at least
six tenders for eco-innovative products and services over the course of the project. These tenders
will relate to the following product/service categories:


Energy use in public buildings



Vehicles and transport



Food and catering services

For each tender the primary energy savings achieved will be calculated.
Information on the calls for tender will be introduced within the second Annual Report.

Calculating savings
The project aimed to develop three energy savings calculators – one for each of the product/service
sectors above. At the beginning of the project a review of the existing tools was undertaken. Based
on its results a short report was elaborated. The main conclusions were that two existing tools
(Carbon and energy savings calculator for vehicles; Carbon and energy savings calculator for energy
contracting) developed under the GPP2020 project1 are suitable for the SPP-Regions project needs.
However, both calculators will be improved in order to evaluate not only total project savings but
also compare the business as usual scenario (standard tender) and the sustainable (green) tender.
Meanwhile all the emission factors will be regularly updated and new versions will be issued. Tests
versions of the vehicles and buildings calculators have now been developed.
Possible approaches for development of food and catering calculator were investigated during the
1st year of the project. At this stage the development of a simple tool, suitable for the numerous
kinds of tenders in the sector (energy efficiency appliances, tap water, transport, packaging, seasonal
fruits and vegetables, percentage of meals with meat, etc.) does not look possible. It is instead
proposed to investigate and analyse all food and catering tenders within SPP-Regions project
individually and at the end of the 2nd project year to summarise the results. Based on these
experiences and existing databases it may be possible to develop a tool that covers as many types of
tenders as possible later in the project.

1

www.gpp2020.eu
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About SPP Regions
SPP Regions is promoting the creation and expansion of 7 European regional networks of
municipalities working together on sustainable public procurement (SPP) and public procurement of
innovation (PPI).
The regional networks are collaborating directly on tendering for eco-innovative solutions, whilst
building capacities and transferring skills and knowledge through their SPP and PPI activities. The 42
tenders within the project will achieve 54.3 GWH/year primary energy savings and trigger 45
GWh/year renewable energy.

SPP Regions Partners

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under
grant agreement No 649718.The sole responsibility for any error or omissions lies with the editor. The content does not
necessarily reflect the opinion of the European Commission. The European Commission is also not responsible for any
use that may be made of the information contained herein.
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